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WESTER HAILES EDUCATION CENTRE 

LEARNING and TEACHING POLICY 

 

Introduction 

Learning and teaching is the most important factor in a young person’s education. Therefore, it is vital 

that their learning experience is a rich and challenging one. To ensure that this experience is the same 

for all young people, it is essential that a learning and teaching policy be implemented through a 

process of consultation, but also active participation, of teaching staff. 

To this end, teaching colleagues have worked in Teacher Learning Communities to research and 

develop high quality learning and teaching strategies. This has allowed our policy and strategies to be 

based on reliable educational practices. Within each strategy, it is important that differentiation is 

used to challenge all students, as well as supporting development and progression.  

 

The Learning 

Lessons should begin with a reference to previous learning and a warm up activity so that the students 

are engaged immediately. 

At the end of each lesson students should be given time to evaluate their own learning and record the 

evaluation in their planners. 

 

LEARNING INTENTIONS and SUCCESS CRITERIA 

Learning Intentions 

 LIs should focus on what the student will learn to do, not the activity that is being used to 

achieve it. 

 All LIs should be clear and written in student friendly language. 

 Try to use the format: stem-verb-outcome. 

 Use of Bloom’s verbs within the LI will support students in understanding the language of 

learning. 

 The teacher should refer to the LI throughout the lesson.  

Success Criteria 

 SC should be differentiated eg.  Must – Should – Could. 

 Students should be able to use the SC to assess their own progress, as well as each other’s. 

 SC should identify the most important aspect of their learning to enable students to 

demonstrate an understanding of the LI. 

 

References for further reading 

  ‘Inside the Black Box’, Paul Black and Dylan Williams 

  ‘Assessment for Learning: mark less to achieve more’, Ian Smith 
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EFFECTIVE QUESTIONING 

Getting beyond instruction is about using different classroom strategies to encourage quality 

discussion in pairs, large groups or whole class. This involves creating a climate in the classroom 

where learners can, and do, come up with ideas, think out loud, explain their reasoning and explore 

their understanding. To create such an environment, teachers must understand and use effective 

questioning. 

Responding to questions 

 Demonstrate listening - show the student that you are interested in their answer. 

 Sustain the question – use probes that encourage clarification, extension or elaboration of 

response. 

 Allow wait time – learn to be comfortable with silence. 

 Minimise feedback – affirm a student’s response, but avoid excessive praise that will silence 

alternative responses. 

 Vacate the floor – redirect student responses or comments, encourage student dialogue. 

Questions to encourage students to think more deeply 

 Ask for reasons – Why did you say that? 

 Ask for evaluation of reasons – What reasons would support that idea? 

 Ask for clarification – What are some possible causes? 

 Ask for evidence – How could we prove that? 

 Ask for definition – What does that mean? 

 Ask for counter examples – When would that not happen? 

 Ask for alternatives – What would be a different view? 

 Probe assumptions – How do you know that? 

 Ask about consequences and implications – What would the consequences be? 

 Ask for connections – Do these two ideas agree? 

 Ask for distinctions – How is that different from what was said? 

 Ask for questions – What questions would be useful to ask? 

 Ask for summary of the content – What have you found? 

 Ask for a summary of the process - What did we do well? What can be improved? 

Reference for further reading: 

 ‘Effective Questioning: Working towards a thinking classroom’, WHEC Teacher 

Learning Community 2014 

  ‘Assessment for Learning’: Mark less to achieve more’, Ian Smith 

 Bloom’s higher order questioning [Fans distributed to all staff] 
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PEER and SELF ASSESSMENT 

‘The active involvement of children and young people in assessment is essential to ensure they have a 

well-developed sense of ownership of their learning to help one another’  

         Building the Curriculum 5 

 Plan peer and self-assessment opportunities: for example provide opportunities for ‘think, pair 

and share’ during class questioning. 

 Provide students with clear success criteria to help them assess the quality of their work 

 Over time, train students to assess their own work and the work of others. This will help them 

to develop analytical and evaluative language. 

 Comments should always be about the learning, - ‘it is neat’ or ‘that’s good’ does not explain 

to the person why the work is good or how it can be improved. 

 Students should: 

o Identify what has been done well. 

o Explain why it has been done well. 

o Identify what can be improved. 

o Explain how it can be improved. 

 Give students opportunities to discuss and reflect on problem-solving and reasoning 

strategies, comparing and evaluating approaches. 

 Frequently and consistently encourage students to reflect on their learning and guide them 

towards identifying their next step. 

 Ensure that the SC is differentiated in order to challenge students, as well as ensuring the 

possibility for success of all students. 

References for further reading 

  ‘Inside the Black Box’, Paul Black and Dylan Williams 

  ‘Assessment for Learning: mark less to achieve more’, Ian Smith 

 

 

FEEDBACK 

‘Feedback or knowledge of results is the lifeblood of learning 

Derek Rowntree 

Constructive feedback on weaknesses and strengths, together with advice on how to deal with them, 

will help all students learn. To be effective, praise must confirm a young person’s own sense of 

reality. Regular, excessive praise can do more harm than good. Encouragement can be more effective 

than praise, especially when the young person is aware that they are not being successful in the given 

task. Effective feedback will help students bridge the gap between where they are now and where the 

learning intention is leading them. 

 Feedback does not need to be oral; our facial expressions, the gestures we use, and our 

general body language can have a greater effect and impact than words. 

 Use encouragement that is informative and explicit rather than excessive praise. 

 Use descriptions rather than judgements: describe what has been achieved and what still 

needs to be done. 

 Keep comments positive and specific. 

 Feedback should articulate well with the learning intention and success criteria. 
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CO-OPERATIVE LEARNING 

‘Although it is clear that schools have a primary academic function, there is a growing consensus that 

they must also recognise the importance of teaching and building skills that facilitate learning, that 

enable groups to function harmoniously and that offer a range of personal and interpersonal skills that 

are vital to children and adults.’ 

Jim Craigan and Chris Ward 

 

5 Basic Elements of Co-Operative Learning 

1. Positive Interdependence – when all members of a group feel connected to each other in the 

accomplishment of a common goal. All individuals must succeed for the group to succeed. 

2. Individual Accountability – holding every member of the group responsible to demonstrate 

accomplishment of learning. 

3. Face – to –Face Interaction – when group members are close in proximity to each other and 

dialogue with each other in ways that promote continued progress. 

4. Social Skills – human interaction skills that enable groups to function effectively [ for 

example, taking turns, encouraging, listening, giving help, clarifying, checking 

understanding]. Such skills enhance communication, trust, leadership, decision making and 

conflict management. 

5. Group Processing – When group members assess their collaborative efforts and target 

improvements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


